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As a provider of healthcare services and support operating during the COVID-19 pandemic, you 

likely received funding from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) as part of 

the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act through the Provider Relief 

Funds (“PRF”). If the PRF monies are used appropriately, they do not need to be repaid, but 

they do come with unique compliance, reporting and audit requirements to which recipients 

must adhere.  All PRF recipients are required to report on their receipt and use of the PRF 

monies through an online portal administered by HRSA.  But are you aware of the Single Audit 

requirements? 

PRF recipients that expended a total of $750,000 or more in federal funds, including PRF 

payments and other federal financial assistance, during their fiscal year are subject to Single 

Audit requirements, as set forth in the regulations at 45 C.F.R. §75 Subpart F. This includes 

organizations subject to the Single Audit Act and commercial organizations. The report is due 

the earlier of 30 calendar days after the receipt of the audit or 9 months after the end of the 

entity’s fiscal year. 

If this is the first time your organization is subject to the Single Audit, you are not alone. Over 

the last two years, many entities that have received federal funds, and have incurred 

expenditures or lost revenue exceeding the $750,000 funding threshold that may require a 

Single Audit for the first time. 

The Single Audit requirement is through the federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB).  

A Single Audit covers the entity’s entire operations and is intended to assure the federal 

government that a nonfederal entity is following the requirements of federal statutes, 

regulations and terms and conditions of financial awards for its major federal programs – 



including the HHS PRF Program. Importantly, the Single Audit must be conducted by an 

independent auditor. That means an experienced CPA that is not affiliated with your company 

(practice).  

TIPS FOR FILING A SINGLE AUDIT 

There’s a first time for everything, but in the case of meeting Single Audit filing requirements, 

you only have one chance to get it right. The path to accurate reporting is paved with the 

following best practices: 

HIRE AN EXPERIENCED INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 

Your Single Audit must be prepared by someone outside of your organization, but the unique 

nature of the Single Audit means you should not trust just any outside auditor. The ideal 

independent auditor is typically a CPA who specializes in Single Audits and is up to date on 

continuing education courses required by Government Audit Standards (GAS)¹. Further, the 

independent auditor must be familiar with the HHS PRF Program and its unique requirements 

and reporting deadlines.  Act quickly to secure the help of a specialist, as they will likely be in 

high demand as filing deadlines creep closer. 

ORGANIZE FEDERAL GRANT INFORMATION AND OTHER FINANCIAL RECORDS 

The Single Audit examines expenses or lost revenue incurred in periods both before and after 

the award existed and spanning more than one fiscal year. An auditor can only assess what you 

provide, so it’s important that you are transparent and methodical when presenting them with 

information. Remember the old adage, “garbage in, garbage out”. This is not the time to let 

things go. Organize all federal grant information, including grant award documentation and 

each award’s Assistance Listing (AL) number (if you have it accessible), so that the auditor can 

easily summarize it for filing. Supply the auditor with documents pertaining to expenditure 

justification as well as recent financial and performance reports. This audit should match the 

reporting documentation that was submitted through the HRSA Portal for each phase of PRF 

monies received.  

 



What should medical and dental practices who received PRF monies do next? 

More than any other industry, healthcare has undergone major changes caused by the COVID-

19 pandemic, but not all changes have to be overwhelming. Meeting the Single Audit filing 

requirements can be achieved with proper preparation and professional guidance. When you 

are ready to get started on the required Single Audit process, go to the NSCHBC website, and go 

to the “Find a Consultant” tab, and type in CPA or healthcare attorney, and we can direct you to 

the appropriate person to get started. Also, listen in to our NSCHBC Edge Podcast on December 

13th, where Amanda Waesch and Terry Fletcher discuss the ins and outs of the PRF Single Audit 

requirements.  
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